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AGENDA
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• Introduction

• The role of CCS in delivering emissions reductions

• How have CCS projects been financed to date 

• Prerequisites for attracting private finance to CCS 

projects

• Questions



THE GLOBAL CCS INSTITUTE
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The Global CCS Institute is an 

international think-tank backed by 

governments, businesses and NGOs 

and our mission is to accelerate the 

deployment of CCS globally

• Not-for-profit entity limited by guarantee, 

incorporated in Australia

• Offices in Washington DC, Brussels, 

London, Beijing and Tokyo. Headquarters in 

Melbourne

• Specialist expertise covering the complete 

CCS/CCUS chain



CCS IS VITAL TO OUR PARIS COMMITMENTS

EMISSIONS REDUCTIONS IN THE IEA'S SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT SCENARIO (SDS) 



BARRIERS TO CCS DEPLOYMENT
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ENABLING CONDITIONS FOR EXISTING PROJECTS
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INVESTMENT IN CCS HAS RELIED ON FOUR KEY 

ELEMENTS
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• A sufficient value being placed on CO2 either through EOR or a 
government incentive such as a carbon tax or carbon credit

• In most projects, investments have only gone ahead when an 
offtake agreement between the capture facility and a transport 
and storage facility exists

• A legal and regulatory framework that clearly denotes storage 
liabilities over the operational phase of a project as well as 
post-closure

• Even with all of the above conditions being met, CCS project 
risks will still have been too high to attract debt financing. 
Instead, most projects to date have come to rely on significant 
grant contributions to supplement equity 



CAPITAL STRUCTURE OF PROJECTS REACHING POSITIVE FID
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THE MATERIAL COST OF RISKS
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DIMINISHING COST OF CAPITAL WITH INCREASING 
VALUE ON CARBON AND NUMBER OF FACILITIES



KEY POLICY DEVELOPMENTS

• Different incentives and levels of support across different 
countries 

• USA provides the 45Q and grant funding from DOE, and 
recently CCS has been included among the technologies that 
can be applied to generate credits under the California Low 
Carbon Fuel Standard

• Norway has relied on a carbon tax and state-owned 
enterprises

• The EU’s Innovation Fund is estimated to provide some €10B 
of funding for mitigation, including CCS projects

• The Netherlands’ SDE++ provides support for the 
‘unprofitable’ part of a technology – up to €300/tCO2 



KEY POINTS
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1- The lack of a robust business case is a significant barrier to private 

investment

• Most existing projects are in lower-cost industrial applications and in 

jurisdictions where there is a robust value on carbon (tax, tax credit, EoR

etc.)

• In order to be investible, projects require a strong business case, bearing in 

mind projects must compete for capital

2- Derisking is necessary to qualify projects for debt financing

• Reducing project risks is essential to attracting debt financing, and 

subsequently, reducing the cost of capital

• Hard to reduce risks can be addressed through risk management and 

government initiatives (e.g. storage liability)

• Further derisking involves understanding and quantifying project risks from 

the points of view of lenders and equity investors

• Over time, lenders and equity investors will gain confidence in the 

technology, reducing the risk premium associated with CCS
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